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Command languages have been widely used to describe the interaction between man and 
Computer. Their syntax permits the expression of complex commands, but is considered a 
hindrance when it must be rembered. An alternative technique, menus and selection by pointing, 
has gained acceptance among users of interactive Systems. Recently, this method has been 
further ref ined: icons and Windows help represent and select data as well as command objects. 

This paper describes a hybrid approach realized in the experimental System XS-2. In XS-2, the 
command language is combined with the menu selection by pointing, thus merging the 
expressive power of the former with the simplicity of the latter. In particular, the syntax of the 
command language is displayed and guides the user during the command input. 
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1 Introduction 

Command languages have been a major means of communication between man and Computer. Some 

research efforts have focused on the formal specification of a command language and its use as a 

system specification and design language ([2], [3]). On the other hand, representation of commands as 

menus and their selection by pointing (e.g. with mouse) has captured the user*s acceptance of 

interactive Systems; icons and Windows are used for representing data and command objects ([4], [5]). 

The difference between the two approaches is the way the objects are identified. In the command 

language approach, command names and parameters must be typed in to be identified. Because the 

command language is based on a grammar, it permits the specification of complex, structured 

commands. On the other hand, a grammar imposes restrictions on possible user input. If the 

restrictions must be memorized, the syntax is perceived as an obstacle. In the menu approach, 

commands labeled by names or icons are displayed on the screen and used for input by pointing. In 

Short, the command language is precise and expressive, but rigid if its grammar must be remembered. 

Conversely, menus are intuitive, but their use tends to oversimplify structure and grammar which are 

inherent to highly interactive applications. 

These two approaches can be unif ied: we propose a hybrid approach where the command language 

and its syntax is used both as a system's Output (presentation) language and as a user*s input 

language. This approach incorporates the principles "see and point" as well as "remember and type": 

the commands can be accessed by name and the displayed commands can be selected by pointing. On 

the other hand, commands are structured with the help of "control commands" that permit expressing 

any command sequences based on regulär expressions. Since the control commands are also 

displayed, the syntax of the command language is visible. The restrictions on the possible input need 
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not be remembered; the syntax is perceived as a guidance during the command input. 

The hybrid approach has been realized in the interactive operating system XS-2 [6]. XS-2 grew out of a 

need for general, systematic and consistent human-computer interaction in a system with numerous 

application programs. It has evolved through an early experience with XS-1 [1] from which it has 

inherited and elaborated the key interaction concepts: Sites, Commands, Trails as well as Universal 

Commands. Data objects (Sites) and function objects (Commands) are represented in separate 

Windows. A small set of Universal Commands is defined in the Site and command Windows. "Command 

grammar" based on Extended Backus-Naur Formalism (EBNF) defines command types that classify all 

commands: the commands in all application programs and the Universal Commands. These concepts 

constitute the user's model of the system. 

2 Command languagevs. Menüs 

Let us briefly discuss the trade-offs of the command language and menus. 

1) Command language 

The syntax of complex commands can be defined in the EBNF notation. Suppose we would like to 

define a command for the Substitution of a string S1 by a string S 2 in a source text. Each time the string 

S1 was found, the user should decide whether he wants to substititute it or not. Furthermore, he should 

be able to perform or skip several substitutions in a row. Such a command can be defined in the 

following way: 

Substitute = Find_SJ Replace_S_2 { [ njimes ] (REPLACE | SKIP)} . 

This definition teils us that the user has to input two strings (parameters "Find_S_1" and "Replace_S 

2") and then repeatedly do the following: optionally type in a number (parameter "n_times") and 

decide between the parameters "REPLACE" and "SKIP" (e.g. by typing a key labeled "REPLACE" or 

"SKIP"). Notice that the command definition constitutes a syntactical rule for the legal sequences of 

user inputs. 

In order to define a command language using EBNF notation, we can use the following command 

constructors: 

Sequence: C. C 2 . . . C 

Selection: C1 | C 2 1 . . . | CR 

Option: [ C 1 | C 2 | . . . | C n ] 

Repetition: { C1 | C 2 1 . . . | C p } 
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where C. can be a terminal command or one of the command constructors. These command 

constructors correspond to the brackets used in our example and are equivalent to the constructors of 

regulär expressions (without loss of generality with respect to the original notation). 

Pros: 

- Command language grammar can precisely express complex commands. 

- Command language serves as part of the user*s model of the System. 

- Command language can be used for formal command specification ([2], [3]). 

Cons: 

- Command names must be memorized and typed. 

- The syntactical rules are considered rigid, if they must be remembered. 

2) Menüs 

Menüs displayed on the screen indicate a current System State and the possible ways to change it: what 

you see is what you get. When an action is performed, a resulting State will be displayed again thus 

giving the user a feedback of the effect of his action: what you see is what you've got. 

In Xerox Star [5], the menu technique is further elaborated by using icons to represent either a data or a 

function object. For example, to send a mail, a user points to a document (data) icon and then to a 

mailbox (function) icon. Icons are just another kind of labeling menu items. As pictograms, they are 

easily memorized. On the other hand, icons representing abstract objects are not intuitive. If icons are 

used only to classify objects, they also must be identified by name (consider, for instance, identical 

Printers). Due to the limited size of the physical screen, only one level of menu or icons is usually 

displayed. In Xerox Star, for instance, the icons that contain other icons must be activated (i.e. opened) 

in order to reveal its contents. A "terminal" icon must be activated in order to see its commands; an 

option sheet Window must be opened in order to see the parameter setting for a command. Thus, the 

menu approach accounts for tedious browsing through menu hierarchies. 

Pros: 

- Menüs represent State Information. 

- Icons are easily recognized. 

Cons: 

- Icons may be imprecise; identif ication by names is still needed. 

- Finding a command in deeper menu hierarchies is cumbersome. 

- As in the command language, grammar needs to be remembered. 
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3 The conceptual model 

The user interface model of XS-2 separates data and functions. A data object is calied site and a 

function object command; Sites and commands are organized as trees. XS-2 displays the Sites and 

commands in separate Windows (Fig. 1). Each Site and command is identified by a name and classified 

by a type (written in italics in Fig. 1). A type corresponds to a symbol in a grammar. Grammars are used 

to control the structuring of Sites and commands. 

Demos 
Graphic Demo 
graphic menu §H 

on commands 
Select 

on commands 

Pictures (Othello Games 
Site Directory \Site Directory 

T-Demos Application Dir 
phic Demo Application 

Repetition 
yinsert graphic Command 

Tc h a i n Seguence 
ransform Repetition 
.-move Seguence 
Tzoom Seguence 

| rshow Seguence 
rabove current Selection 

I i-below current Selection 
nsert string Seguence 
—beginning at Cursor Comma\ 

~font Selection 
—delete objects Command 

\ 
Fig. 1: XS-2 in the application "Graphic Demo" 

A site is a representative of data attached to it. The current slte represents the currently active data 

(highlighted in inverse Video in Fig. 1). A command is a representative of an action function attached to 

it. Notice that the concept of command unifies applications, their commands and parameters. The 

current command represents the function which is currently being specified. Whenever a command 

is invoked and becomes the current command, its action function is applied to the current site. The 

resulting State changes are shown in the Site and command Windows. The sequence of State changes 

that have been executed in the past is not thrown away, but rather kept as history of the dialog. It is 

represented as a trail and displayed in another Window. 

A small set of commands commonly used on Sites and commands is defined as universal commands. 

It is available at any time, even in the middle of a parameter sequence. The universal commands are of 

two kinds: view and motion. 

file:///Site
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A view command does not change the systerrTs State, but only the portions of Site and command tree 

visible on the screen. The user can change this representation and browse through the System and 

visualise its resources. To give an example, both tree representations shown in Figure 1 are available in 

the Site and command Windows. Browsing is done by scrolling. Since all Sites and commands of all 

applications are permanently in the System database, scrolling allows the user to make any of the Sites 

or commands visible. The visible Sites and commands can be explained with another universal view 

command. Therefore, the user can get a "help" information for any Site or command in the entire 

System at all times, i.e. even midst in a parameter sequence. 

In contrast, a motion command changes the current State: the user can activate Sites and execute 

commands. Each displayed Site and command can be selected directly by pointing. Hence, the 

structures visible in Site and command Windows form hierarchical menus. At the same time, any Site or 

command can be accessed by name. In particular, distant commands not shown in the menu can be 

activated this way, without having to go stepwise through menu hierarchies. In order to reach such a 

distant command, the System determines the shortest way between the old current command and the 

new one. If the new current command belongs to another application, the old application wil be 

unloaded and the new one loaded automatically. Thus, a user who remembers the command names 

can easily switch applications. XS-2 offers a variety of user-tailoring possibilities [7]; in particular, 

command names can be renamed. An experienced user can choose cryptic names in order to improve 

the access by name. Since universal commands can be entered by a function key, accessing a 

command by name requires only one additional keypress. 

4 Sample Dialog 

Let us illustrate the user's interaction with XS-2 with a sample dialog from the application "Graphic 

Demo". When we move the Cursor into the command window and select the node "Graphic Demo", 

this application will be loaded. The command "graphic menu" below it becomes the current command; 

its subcommands are now displayed. The picture of the house is symbolized by the Site "House" in the 

Site window. This node is displayed in inverse Video, indicating that it is the the current Site. The 

application "Graphic Demo" displays its data in the application wir.Jow (Fig. 1). 

We now draw a picture for the Site "door". We point the Cursor to the box named "door" with the 

mouse, and select it with the mouse. The "door" becomes the current Site and is now highlighted. The 

command "graphic menu" is of type Repetition; thus its subcommands "insert graphic", "transform" 

etc. can be repeatedlv activated. Since we see also the command "chain" below "insert graphic", we 

can select it with the mouse. 

The command "chain" is a Sequence; therefore the System traverses its subcommands in sequence. 

First we come to the command "starting point" where we are prompted for the point where the graphic 
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chain Starts (Fig. 2). 

' i nser t graphic" Command 
"chain" Sequence 

—["s ta r t ing point" Cursor 

\ 

"continue with" 
"line ending at" 
arc" 

Repetition 
Cursor 
Sequence 

Fig. 2: At the current command "starting point" 

The tree in Figure 2 can also be expressed in EBNF notation: 

" inser t graphic" = "s ta r t ing point" { " l i n e ending a t" | . . . } 

A door can be drawn with three consecutive lines: we point to the f loor of the house with the Cursor and 

enter the Start point with the left mouse key. The System moves to the next command "continue with", 

where we can choose between drawing a line and an arc. We select "line ending at" to specify the end 

point. As soon as the Cursor moves into the data Window, the application helps us with a rubberbanded 

line. After we have entered the end point, the System returns to the Repetition "continue with", where 

we can repeatedlv specify consecutive lines and arcs. Notice how our last steps are recorded in the trail 

window in Figure 3. When our drawing is finished, we select the command "insert graphic" once more. 

XS-2 leads us back to "graphic menu". 
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Fig. 3: Drawing polylines with the XS-2 application "Graphic Demo" 
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5 The command language with menus 

The XS-2 command language consists of two levels: the top level is the universal commands and a 

lower level are the application commands. Both command levels are structured according to the same 

grammar. 

1) Command Grammar 

The XS-2 Command Grammar def ines the types of commands and rules for their structuring. 

Di rectory commands: The symbol ApplicationDir is the Start symbol; it is used to organize Application 

programs. 

ApplicationDir :: = { ApplicationDir | Application } . 

The application consists of commands. Underneath an Application there is one control command that 

serves as an entry point. 

Application :: = { Sequence \ Selection \ Repetition \ Option } . 

Control commands: The four control commands Sequence, Selection, Repetition and Option are the 

constructs necessary to def ine regulär expressions. Their Interpretation is the same as defined in 

Section 2. A control command def ines how the subcommands will be activated. The subcommands of a 

Sequence are automatically activated in sequence. Selection requires the selection of exactly one 

subcommand. The selection of one subcommand in an Option is optional. In a Repetition, one of its 

subcommand can be selected repeatedlv (including no selection). A subcommand is either a control 

command, a basic command or a dynamic command. Thus, the depth of a command structure is 

unbounded. In contrast to other command types, a control command does not invoke any action (i.e. 

application function).. 

"control command" :: = { Sequence \ Selection \ Repetition \ Option \ 
Command \ DynSelection \ Text \ Number \ Cursor } . 

Basic commands: After the user specifies one of the basic commands Text, Number, Cursor or 

Command, the application's action procedure will be executed. Text, Number and Cursor supports the 

user's inputs from the keyboard or from the mouse. These three commands do not have any 

subcommands. 

A command of type Command, when defined without subcommands, behaves as a command menu 

item. When defined with subcommands, it corresponds to an action whose effects must be further 

specified. 
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Command :: = [ Sequence \ Selection \ Repetition \ Option ] . 

The subcommands of a Command can be viewed as its parameters. In XS-2, however, a Command's 

subtree can contain other Commands with their own subtrees. Furthermore, the activation depends 

only on the type of a command and not on its position in the tree: 

XS-2 unifies the concepts of commands and parameters. 

Dynamic commands: The command types discussed above permit the definition of any command 

language based on regulär expressions. But also context-sensitive (e.g. data-dependent) aspects can 

be considered: portions of the command tree can be hidden by the application program at run time and 

thus made inaccessible for the user. When a DynSelection is entered the application program is asked 

which subcommands of type DynCommand should be displayed. Upon selection, these sons will be 

hidden again. 

Whenever a command type uniquely determines the next motion step, the traversal is performed 

automatically. 

2) Application Commands and Universal Commands 

The commands of all applications are permanently present in the command tree. Each command is 

classified by its type. A new application is created with the Standard syntax-driven tool "Tree Editor". 

When the command tree is modif ied, the "Tree Editor" is driven by the Command Grammar. 

As an example, the specification of the "Substitute" command from Section 2 can be directly translated 

into thefollowing command tree: 

Subst i tute" 
"Find_S_l" 
"Replace_S_2" 
"next" 

T~ "occurance(s)' 
[—r- "how many?" 

' "n times" 
U - "do"~ 

"REPLACE" 
I »SKIP" 

Sequence 
Text 
Text 
Repetition 

Sequence 
Option 

Number 
Selection 

Command 
Command 

Fig. 4: Command structure for a "Substitute" command 

Also the universal commands obey the XS-2 Command Grammar. Their trees are displayed as a menu 

upon request. 
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As we have seen, the XS-2 Command Grammar permits precise definition of complex command 

structures with the help of control commands. During the working Session, the command tree is 

displayed as an automatically adjusted menu whose items can be selected by pointing. In particular, the 

control commands are also visible and can be selected. They teil the user how the commands can be 

specified: 

Command syntax is visible and perceived as an aid rather than a hindrance. 

6 How to edit sets 

Let us use the example of editing sets of numbers to show the variety of command structures that can 

be defined with the XS-2 Command Grammar. The editor should permit including and excluding one 

number as well as the ränge between two numbers. We show seven different command trees and 

discuss some of their advantages. 

A straightforward version is shown in Figure 5. The two Commands "insert" and "delete" have 

identical subtrees except for the names. Each subtree is Selection between Number that represents a 

Single element and Sequence of two other Numbers that def ine a ränge of consecutive elements. 

Sets 1" Repetition 
!—r- "insert" Command 
| *—T- "into set" Selection 

— "element" Number 
•t- "ränge" Sequence 
I "from element" Number 
• "to element" Number 
delete" Command 

from set" Selection 
"element" Number 
"ränge" Sequence 

"from element" Number 
"to element" Number 

Fig. 5: Command tree for editing sets 

It is likely that the user will keep inserting elements or ranges of elements. Under this assumption, we 

can improve the above commands. If the Selection is replaced by Repetition (Fig. 6) the user will not 

leave the command "insert" after an element or a ränge was specified. We omit the subtree of "delete" 

in the next three examples as it is equivalent to that of "insert". 
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Sets 2" 
"insert" 

"into set" 
- "element" 
- "ränge" 

Repetition 
Command 

Repetition 
Number 
Sequence 

X^ 

"from element" Number 
"to element" Number 

"delete" Command 
from set" Repetition 

Fig. 6: Improved command tree for editing sets 

We can also leave out the Commands "insert" and "delete" in Figures 5 and 6. The resulting trees are 

more shallow. Shallow structures improve the visibility of commands in the command window. On the 

other hand, deeper structures help casual users to specify their intentions. 

'Sets 3" 
- "insert into set" 
— "element" 

• "ränge" 
— "from element" 
— "to element" 
delete from set" 

Repetition 
Selection 

Number 
Sequence 

Number 
Number 

Selection 

Fig. 7: Shallow alternative to Fig. 5 

Let us now unify the specification of a Single element and of the first element in a ränge (Fig. 8). The 

f irst son of the Sequence will be entered automatically. The second son has the type Option. Here, the 

user can enter the other limit of the ränge or select any other command shown in the command 

window. In the latter case, only one number will be inserted. This alternative is less intuitive than the 

previous examples, but saves an experienced user the choice between a Single element and a ränge. 

Sets 4" 
"insert" 

"into set" 
— "element" 
-p "ränge" 
' "to element" 
delete" 

Repetition 
Command 

Sequence 
Number 

Option 
Number 

Command 

Fig. 8: Unified specification of an element and a ränge 

In the previous examples, "insert" and "delete" had separate, but equivalent subtrees. Let us now 

combine them. We will prefix the definition of the "operands", i.e. the elements, by the definition of the 

"Operation", i.e. a Selection between the Commands "insert" and "delete" (Fig. 9). 
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Sets 5M 

"modify set" 
'doM 

* " inser t " 
* "delete" 
'from element" 
to" 
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Repetition 
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Command 
Command 

Number 
Option 
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Fig. 9: Prefix form 

This example can be easily converted to the postfix form, as shown in Figure 10. Here the Selection of 

the Operation was moved to the end of the speeification Sequence. In this command tree, the benefit of 

the Option is obvious: after the first element was entered, the user can point directly to one of the 

Commands "insert" or "delete". 

"Sets 6" 
modify set" 
"from element" 
to" 
"element" 

r- "do" 
|—- "insert" 
•—- "delete" 

Repetition 
Sequence 

Number 
Option 

Number 
Selection 

Command 
Command 

Fig. 10: Postfix form 

Finally, we obtain the inf ix form or our last command tree by placing the Selection menu in between the 

speeif ication of the operands (Fig. 11). 

~c Sets 7" "modify set" 
- "from element" 

—r- "d0" 
| I — - " inser t " 

l "delete" 
"to" 
- "element" 

Repetition 
Sequence 

Number 
Selection 

Command 
Command 

Option 
Number 

Fig. 11: Infix form 

Still more alternatives are feasible. For instance, the subtrees in Figures 5, 6 and 7 can be merged and 

converted to a pref ix or inf ix notation. 
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7 Concluding remarks 

The XS-2 System is written in Modula-2 and runs on the personal Computer Lilith [9] at the Institute for 

Informatics, ETH Zürich. It has then been ported to DEC's VAX-11 Computer with a graphics terminal 

BitGraph (produced by BBN Inc.) at Brown Boweri Research Center, Baden [8]. 

The XS-2 approach inherits the expressive power of the command language and can describe a variety 

of command structures, in particular the prefix, postfix and irrfix notation. Since XS-2 displays data and 

f unctions as well as their structure as menus, the user can select them directly. The command language 

is used not only as part of the system's formal speclfication and as an input language but also as the 

system's presentation language. In XS-2, the command language along with its syntax is presented as 

menus and serves as a two-way means of communication. 

Reisner [3] points out that 

"... in the long run better notational schemes need to be found or devised 
which reveal both structure and legal strings." 

The XS-2 approach is a step towards this goal. 
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